A DISTINGUISHED LECTURES SERIES

The Resurrected City
Carl S. Smith, Franklin Bliss
Synder Professor of English and American Studies (Northwestern)

The struggle to define Chicago's future after another devastating crisis: the Great Fire of 1871

The Discursive City
Leila Brammer, Director of the Parrhesia Institute for Public Discourse

A path to a more authentically democratic Chicago after an era of divisiveness and mistrust

The Blue City
Sabina Shaikh, Director of the Program on the Global Environment

A conversation about Chicago’s stewardship of one of the future’s most precious resources: water

The City of the Third Coast
Neil Brenner, Lucy Flower Professor of Urban Sociology; Director, Urban Theory Lab

A dialogue with Claire Lyster (UIC) about the future urbanization of the Great Lakes region

The Available City
Laura Letinsky, Professor of Visual Arts

Envisioning the fruitfulness of Chicago's vacant land in dialogue with Chicago Architecture Biennial

The Post-COVID City
Emily Talen, Professor of Urbanism

The city Chicago could be, if we took all the pandemic’s urban planning lessons seriously

The Inequitable City
Micere Keels, Associate Professor of Human Development

The perilous state of educational inequity in Chicago, as exposed and exacerbated by the pandemic

The Data-Driven City
Luis Bettencourt, Director of the Mansueto Institute

Using cities’ abundant empirical data to inform a more sustainable future in Chicago and beyond
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